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MY MATH EXPERTS ASSESSMENT RESULTS 

ࠌ Assessment Overview 

ࠌ Learning Style 
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Assessment Results
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	TextField[0]: Student was a pleasure to work with last week, I enjoyed the time very much. He's got a great attitude and is really engaged. Overall, I would say that Student has very solid foundational skills from Grades 1 - 3 - his addition, subtraction, multiplication, division skills are right where they should be.  There are some gaps that exist around the concepts of fractions and decimals. We did review some concepts that he has not seen yet, I like to get a gauge of how students incorporate new skills. His retention of most concepts is high and he seems pretty receptive to learning new material. That being said, I do think we can improve his number sense, his ability to move fluently and with speed using all operations and even multiple operations  at once. The My Math Experts assessment tests for proficiency with many skills. The skills that Student possesses at a confident level are: Counting by 5s, Counting by 10s, Counting by 4s, Times Tables through 12, Adding 2 and 3 Digit Numbers, Subtracting 2 and 3 Digit Numbers, Subtraction with Borrowing (Renaming), Place Value >1, Naming Large Numbers, Multiplication with 2 and 3 Digit Numbers, Long Division, One-step Word Problems, LCMThe skills that Student can improve or hasn't been introduced to yet: Ordering Fractions, Equivalent Fractions, Adding Fractions same denominators, Adding Fractions different denominators, Changing Improper Fractions to Mixed Numbers, Percentage/Decimal/Fraction Conversions, Fraction Multiplication/Division, Decimal Place Value, Naming Decimals, Concept of Decimals, Decimal Multiplication/Division, GCF
	TextField[1]: Student is most comfortable with material he has seen before. Teaching new concepts and relating them to concepts he has already mastered will be the most effective approach. I also believe the 1:1 environment will be very beneficial and he will build a positive relationship with Tutor. He seems able to learn through visualizing on the whiteboard but I will recommend that he still learn by writing and practicing his skills in a written format. 
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